WESTON MUSIC SOCIETY

Hermanos Corbalán
Brothers Sixto and Juanjo Corbalán play
traditional and contemporary music for

the Paraguayan harp

“Individual virtuosity..endlessly inventive. ...
sensational....tangy jazz tones.... country-blue licks “

The Scotsman

Saturday 26th November 2016
at 7.30 pm in Weston Church SG4 7DJ
Tickets (£15.00, under 19s free)
ring 01462 790573,
or email felicitylowe@yahoo.co.uk

Hermanos Corbalán
The harp is the traditional instrument for the folk music of Paraguay, and
the Corbalán Brothers - Sixto and Juanjo - are among its finest exponents.
Unlike the fate of many other traditional musical instruments, the
Paraguayan harp’s repertoire has continued to expand to include
contemporary classical and popular music of all kinds, played and sung in
very untraditional ways. The Corbaláns’ programmes surprise and excite
audiences wherever they play.
The Scotsman was certainly captivated. “Both players combined individual
virtuosity with endless inventive elaborations in sensational fashion”
was last year’s verdict. And the year before (of Sixto alone): “A thrilling
sweep of dynamic, textural and emotional contrasts, from bare-knuckled
bassy attack to exquisitely pretty playfulness, tangy jazz tones to countryblue licks....standing ovation.”
This year’s tour includes the Isle of Wight, Wales, Oxford, ourselves,
Manchester and finally several gigs around Bonn and Cologne. We are very
lucky that they have been able to include Weston in
this line-up. This is not an everyday opportunity. Seize the day!
Pre-concert suppers are available again at Weston’s Red Lion restaurant two courses for £15.00. Visit www.redlionweston.co.uk to see the menu
and book. Tell us, and we’ll keep concert seats for you.
This is the last of our three Autumn concerts. We shall be back again in
March. Keep in touch at www.westonmusicsociety.org.uk, follow us on
Facebook and Twitter or join our mailing list by emailing us at
westonconcerts@gmail.com.
We are ever grateful to the Arts Council for North Herts and our generous
patrons/members who make it possible to offer such an eclectic variety of
music - and musicians!

